EPOTEC

THE Proven Hi Build Pool Coating

Previously painted pool restorations.
EPOTEC is one of the most advanced epoxy coatings
available to restore previously painted pools. EPOTEC
adheres with no issues to exposed render, fibreglass or that
old faded and ugly paint, providing that the preparation
follows our guidelines. We can see dramatic results to the
great satisfaction of our clients, whether professionals or

those who did it themselves. Here are good examples of such
projects. Dave from Baulkham Hills, having a badly neglected
pool, followed all necessary guidelines with a result to be
proud of. The pool looks like new and will have many years of
life ahead of it, with family fun to match.

Crookwell Municipal Pool
The community of Crookwell (near Goulburn in NSW) have an aged, but well used 33 M pool. The existing pool coating was way past
its use by date and the pool had numerous cracks and eroded concrete. Fortunately, the council decided to have it upgraded and
have Epotec applied to bring it back to an as new condition. Epotec in colour Bondi, was applied over the repaired surface which was
sealed first with Epotec WB epoxy sealer. Ken Watson was the contractor and bought many years of pool renovation experience to
this demanding project. It can now be considered an important, long lasting and well used asset for the local community.

Fit for a Castle: Royal Blue (Pacific) EPOTEC pool in Castlecrag .
The DIY owners of this aged marble sheen pool in Castlecrag, Sydney, decided it was time to overcome the stains, the rough surface
and the high chemical costs, trying to keep it clean. They resurfaced it with Epotec. After a thorough detergent wash, all areas we
checked for eroded or drummy marble sheen and repaired. The surface then received an acid wash and when dry a coat of Epotec
WB sealer to seal the porous surface. There after 2 coats of Epotec in Royal Blue applied. Looks fit for a castle.

EPOTEC, THE Proven Hi Build Epoxy Pool (and Spa) Coating is available for your pool. Be it Fibreglass, Marblesheen,
Pebblecrete or Concrete. EPOTEC will give it a new lease of life. A life that’s long lasting, economic and attractive. We
work with you, DIY, with your painter or an Approved Applicator for a great finish, every time. Warranty available.
See our web site for helpful information and more images of EPOTEC in action www.poolpaint.com. au
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